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BOR names ex-Gator-interim president
Robert Byan takes over until UCF finds a new president
••

I have to do ... my Gainsville
[ties] have nothing to do with
that," Bryan said.
The faculty expressed conThe search is over for UCFs
cern on how Bryan would bannew interim presidA:p.t.
. The Board of Regents select- dle administrative duties. ·
"I'm going to be p~esident,
ed Robert Bryan, a 65-year-old
retiree and former University not caretaker.We'll settle perof . Florida interim, as UCF's sonal issues as they come up.
If you look at my records, you'll
new interim.
As interim, Bryan will make find I spent more time being
$11,700 a month for about six an academic administrator
than a professor. If there is one
to nine months.
He told administrators, facul- thing I have; it is experience. I
ty, staff and students his two ma- don't think I'll make many misjor goals while at the university. takes there. I may even help,"
"I want to keep UCF on the he said.
l.nanes
Morrow11.,1:1'11 HAL i-LurllUA i-u i Unc
Faculty/Senate Chair Glenn
forefront of community conInterim President Robert Bryan was chosen Thursday morning.
sciousness [and] I want to use Clµlningham welcomed Bryan
what resources we have wise- with a "Go Knights" banner.
Cunningham had -previously," he said.
Bryan told reporters that his ly said that he did not want a
UF background will not affect Gator or Seminole to take the
by Tom Kopacz
Kentucky.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
He received his Ph.D. from the importance of his duties position as interim president.
"Since you are a Gator, I
that school in 1956, majoring with UCF.
want to present this to you,
"fv~ spent most of my caInterim UCF President Rob- in English with a minor in phireer at Florida. I'm not going Cunningham said, while hand_
ert Bryan describes himself as losophy.
to
give up my love for it, but ing, the· banner to Bryan. "I
Bryan started his teaching
a professional administrator
I'm
a professional. I know what pledge to you our support. You
career
in
1956
as
an
instructor
with a type A personality.
won't have us
"fve spent more time as an at UK In 1957 he started at
holding
·yoU:
administrator. than as a pro-. UF as an assistant English proback.
There
fessor," he told a group of stu- . fessor and became assistant to
are no negadent government leaders the dean of the graduate school
tive
feelings
in
1961.
Thursday.
here,"
In 1962 he began a sevenHis resume bears that state.
Bryai:i
ment out. Bryan spent most of year stint as the director of
told
reporters
his adult life at the University UF's Ford Foundation threethat he does
of Florida as an administrator. year master's degree program
not
foresee
Bryan, 65, was born in Leb- in addition to his assistant
any
possible
dean's
duties.
anon, Pennsylvania and grew
p r o b 1e m s
He was promoted to assisup-in Miami.
with the facHe graduated from the Uni- . tant professor in 1962 and full
ulty
/senate.
versity of Miami in 1950 with professor in 1968.
"I want
Charles
K.
Morrow/CENTRAL
FLORIDA
FUTURE
Bryan spent · the 1969-70
a B.A. in English. In 1951, he
my
relationBryan
told
the
Faculty/Senate
that
he
was
imreceived hjs master's degree in
ship
with
see BRYAN page 5 pressed with UCF's quality of teaching.
English from the University of
. by He.idi Steiner
NEWS EDITOR

I\.

Bryan brings experience as administrator

-

them to be cordial and cooperative," he 33.id.
Bryan told the faculty/senate that the university's major
concern is quality and teaching students well.
''You have a developed program and are not in such a hurry to be big. I admire that," Bryan said.
Speaking about the state
budget cuts, he said the university system is going through
the "Great Depression."
"That is how bad I think it
is. We have to guard our money well, spend wisely and be prepared for further cuts. [However]
I am going to make sure that the
university gets·its fair share of
the dollars out there." he said.
But Bryan is not going to
panic.
"I'~ not going to just throw
X out and throw Y out because
we cannot afford it," he said.
As far as the Master Plan
goes, Bryan ·said he was not
very familiar with it but he's
· going to follow it.
"fm going to buy it whole
and do what I can," he said .
Bryan asked the faculty and
student leaders how they feel
about the undergraduate program and counseling and if
there were any complaints.
"I think the main problem is
the lack of sufficient numbers
of sections of a variety of different courses but, for the most
part, the students are quite
pleased,'' answered one faculty
leader.
see VISIT page 5

Senate overrides 2 veto.e s
5 senators confirmed, DiBona appoints '5 more to fill vacant posts
by Tom Kopacz and Brynner W. Yee

He also listed several times throughout the
year when the senate is not available, including
semester breaks and fall elections.
"I would be unable to provide a service to the
The student senate June 16 overrode without comment two vetoes by former student body student body, and I doubt the senate would be *'
President·JeffLaing.
highly concerned about a day to day operation
One bill would create a new
·such as that," Laing wrote.
chapter in Student GovernHe also said SG has a
mhent'.s finance cofdehreqSwG"ring
l~
•
~et tshystetm .for flcon~br~l~tyt signt e signatures o t e
ac~
~4
mg a a,11ows exi i 1 .
countant and coordinator for
.7'
~
Another bill changes the
administrative services on all
. -IA
~
elections code so the Judicial
contracts, in addition to the
~
Council will handle all appeals
student body president's.
~ ...
JI
of Ele·ction Commission deciThe senate would also have
-'fl
\ ~
sions during campaigning.
to approve, by majority vote,
~. ·"
/ ·" "'
Presently, the commis'~
./,....,
sion makes both rulings inall contracts that extend past
the end of that president's
volvingviolations duringcamterm.
G
paigning and the initial
If the coordinator for admin~ appeals of those d~cisions.
~ -~'".alive services was un~hl 0
8c-ri-ate Prgsithmt Pro
~L~;;-~ co~tr~ct, ~~~;.~~!&~rs_ official would Tern D~vid ~ann,. 'Yho brought up the. vetoes
·
___ f~r_:ons1derab~n, said he ha? spoken with s~be required to sign.
Laing, in an April 29 memo explaining the cien.,-~~y_fyes!?~.t Jason DiBon~ and that Diveto, said he felt the bill does not allow flexibili- Bona had no obJeca,~~ ~o t~~-?~erndes.
BELL y FLOP
Charles K..MorrowtCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ty if one
of
the
listed
signees,
except
the
coordi·
..
c.
.
.
.
·
·
ailabl f;
exte d d t·
· d
see VETO
- - Eight-year-old Ryan Langford ndes his skateboard around campus
nat or, is unav
e or an
n e nne peno .
page o - _ -- ·-- ~. . "ri H
k
UCF
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Growth forces department into ·portable
by Rebecca Falcon

the planned date."
bles.
fessional Studies, will change its name
Ed Neighbor, associate vice presi"I don't think j~ is fair," she said. to Health and Public Affairs in July.
dent of academic affairs, said the move "We're going to be in those portab1es for Dr. Belinda McCarthy, dean of the colNot only is the Social Work ·Depart- is only temporary.
two to three years. That is a pretty long lege, said the new name will more acment moving out of the Humanities and
"The department will eventually temporary situation. I hate to think that curately define each department withFine Arts building, but they are mov- move into a new building under it's now my last year at UCF will be spent out in the college.
ing out of the college all together.
proclaimed college. However, this is not of a portable."
Teelie Fitzgerald, a student in the
Dr. Kenneth Kazmerski, chairman projected to happen until the '93-'94
The new social works office costs Legal Studies Program, said "Our deof social works, said that due to the· school year," Neighbor said.
about $150,000 and $200,000. Neigh- partment is already overlooked in many
population growth within the departAlthough the move is only tempo- bor said the funds used to build this ways but, because they're changing the
ment, the office space they had· was sim- rary,
N:eighbor
office and other name of the college to Health and Pubply not enough. The number of students said it will be ap"I hate to think my last
new
,buildings lic affairs, I feel like they're forgetting
entering the college has increased by propriate.
come from an aux- us altogether."
22 percent over the last three years.
"Because of the
year at UCF will be spent
iliary fund, which
McCarthy's intentions were just the
The department will also be addin~ demand for space
t f
rt bl ,,
is separate from opposite. She said she hoped to better
OU O a po a . e.
the funds provided include all the departments within the
a master's degree progra~ in two years in the Humanities
and will need to hire four more faculty and Fine Arts
-Melanie Noll
by the state for ex- school by changing the name.
members. There are only six faculty Building and in
Social Work Major
penses such as
''Many people aren't aware of the fact
members working in the department departments such
classes.
T h e that Public Affairs directly relates to
now.
as foreign. landepartment of So- the government as do both departments,
The department is scheduled to move guage, the new Social Works office will cial Work is now a part of the College of Legal Studies and Criminal Justice,"
into a new portable dn June 28.
accommodate the needs of both depart- Health and Professional Studies.
McCarthy said. "Many of the other uni''That's just not possible,'" said Rose men ts, foreign language and social
"We just.didn't belong in the College versities have a college of public affairs
Kaplan, the office manager. "I'm nqt works in one move," he said.
of Humanities and Fine Arts," Kazmer- that include departments such as these."
sure when we'll move.into the new por·
Social Work major Melanie Noll said ski said.
She said that changing the name is
table, but I don't see it happenmg by she doesn't like moving into the portaTheir new college, 'H ealth and Pro- appropriate and needed.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Mexican dinner leads
to arrest of card thief
by Heidi Steiner
NEWS EDITOR

••
•

RUNNING ON AIR

•

Everyone watches as the girls soccer players practice their sport this week. The players are holding
their summer camp at UCF. Different teams will have camp here throughout the whole summer.

r--· - - - - - - - - -w'EnNEso'.AYN'ic'HrrS:.~ - - - - - - - - --.
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UCF COLLEGE NIGHT ATPIZZAZZ!

:

I

4088 N. GOLDENROD, WINTER PARK ,K-MART PLAZA

I

25"~·

DRAFTS!
SOt PIZ:Z:A SLICES!

I

:

I

:

All James Simmons wanted
was a dinner at Casa Gallardo
- and for someone else to pay
for it. What he got was a felony charge.
The Orlando Police arrested
Simmons May 29 at the restaurant when Simmons tried
to pay for his and his two
friends' meals using a stolen
Diners Club Card.
According to Orlando Police,
Simmons was let go less than
two hours later, due to "population capacity release" Gails
being too crowded). Police arrested Simmons, a
24 year old janitor (unrelated
to UCF), for "uttering a counterfeit credit card."
·
The card belonged to a UCF
student. The student reported
his wallet stolen to police at
12:45 p.m. that day.
Within the time that the student report~d his cards stolen,
Simmons had already charged
$835 on the Visa card.
''When cards are stolen, victims need to report it right
away or else the person who
stole it will charge as much as
possible," said Sgt. Sandra McClendon, Crime Prevention.
She said the UCF student
was lucky he reported his theft
right away.
"He reported it right away
and look what the suspect got
already. Finally by evening the
companies_had it in their com-

puter,'.' McClendon said.
The student's wallet, containing the Diners card and
Visa, was sto-Ien from an unlocked locker at the UCF Recreational Services locker'room.
The wallet was rolled up in the
victim's pants.
Simmons tried to pay his
$45. 76 dinner bill with the Din~
ers Club card, but the waiter
rejected·it after running a card
check.
A Diner Club representative
verified that the card was stolen and .the police were called
to the scene
·
Simmons was taken to Orange County booking only to
be let go less than two hours
later.
''The jails are too crowded.
They won't keep them in unless
it's a real serious charge: Gets
you mad, doesn't it?'' said police.
''When people lose things,
they don't think to report it.
They think they'll eventually
find it and that is wrong," McClendon said.

I COUPON GOOD FOR 1 FREE SLICE OF SICILIAN PIZZA!!! I.
1 · 8:30PM-10:30PM, NO COVER!
..
679-7900 J
·•

L-----------~---~-------------~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT
TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALO:N
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL OF
THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUfE
·WALK TO SHOPPES, BANKS
AND MOVIES

•AFFORDABLE RATES
·MONTHLY ·sTUDENT
SPECIALS
•THE lJ LTIMATE IN CONVENIENCE

ONLY FIRST MONTH & SECURITY
. DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO MOVE IN

REEDY PLAZA·-•037ft E. COLON
DR. 282-6042
MON·FRI 8:30 AM· 9 PM SAT 9·ftPM
NAILS BY JOYCE, CYNTHJA AND PAJ;'TIJ
SUN CLOSED

I

.

.

.=.
ct

12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUI' ON
ALAFAYA)

273 4097
11
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College of Arts & Sciences
College of Education
College of Health & Public Affairs
College of Business
· Daytona ~ At - Large
Brevard - At - Large
Director of Vice-Presidential Affairs .

· Seat 1
Seat 6
· Seats 3 & 4
Seats 4 & 9
·~

Cabinet Position

If you want to be involved with the legislative process of Student Government, apply
for a seat al(ailable in your cqllege.
The At - Large positions must be filled by a student .currently enrolled at the
appropriate UCF campus.
_.
·
Summer Senate metings are held on Sundays at 4:00 pm in the University Dining
Room.
·
·
·
·

••

..

For details, stop by the Student Government offices in the Student Center, or call Brian
Handshuh at 823-2191.

1

•

All Senate Meetings Are Open To All Students
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e•••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••• •
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Right across from · UCF
HappyHourEveryWeekdayNightFrom 4:00'-7:00pm
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. • MOST PROGRESSIVE JUKE BOX-AROUND
•MON-FRI FREE POOL WITH LUNCH PURCHASE
.• PROFESS10NAL POOL TABLES, FOOSBALL
& VIDEO GAMES
•SATURDAY FREE POOL & FREE SINGLE DRAFT
W/LUNCH
•GREAT SANDWICHES & THE COLDEST BEER, ALL DAY AND
ALL NIGHT LONG
.

UCF
u
N
I

ALAFAYA

v
E
R

MOVIE
THEATER
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20,000 new phone line~
fill need for 20 years

••

by Jennifer Burgess

••

Bob Zahn, service consultant
for Southern Bell.
The new phone switch will
The university's phone lin~s also allow the use of data
have increased by 600 percent. phones.
The system went from han"Data phones are served
dling 3,000 phone lines to ·han- from the central office to the
dling 20,000 lines June 15 as premise. They are made from
Southern Bell workers made the fiber, not copper. This elimjnates the need for the signal to
line cut over to a new switch.
''We were literally running be converted to the fiber," Zahn
out of lines," said Bill B:ranch, said.
director of Computer
"The digital phone. system
Services/ .
has
inTelecomcreased
m unicaclarity
"We were literally running
tions.
and will
out of lines."
offer the
T h e
new sysuniversity
- Bill Branch
t e m
various
Director of Computer Servicshould be
features, "
es/Telecommunications
capable of
Zahn said.
_handling
0 n e
the growth of the University feature the university will have
for the next 2ff years.
is a direct line hook-up for com"New components can be puters. Previously the computeasily added to fulfill future er was hooked up to a phone
needs," Branch said.
through a modem. The modem
This $700,000 system will did not allow the computer
stop "bottlenecks" in the phone user to receive incoming calls.
lines during peak calling hours. With the new digital system,
"Bottlenecks occur when the the computer will be able to use
equipment locks up and can not the phone line directly and elimiaccept any calls. This happens nate this inconvenience.
frequently on holidays. All cir"Luckily we're getting this
· cuits are used and the caller switch and hopefully it grows to
receives a fast busy signal," said handle oµr growth," Branch said.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .
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PLAYING NURSE
Charles Milllsap, Paul Padillla, Curt Fischer and Chris Cunning.ham nurse Bucketts, a pigmy sperm
whale, on May 24 north of Stuart Beach. They are waiting for Sea World to rescue the be?ched whale.

VETO

Also, the senate confirmed neering seat 6; Ben Ungerman,
_some of DiBona's previous ap- Arts and Sciences seat 9; Mark
. pointments and DiBona an- -Sutton, Business seat 1; Bryan
DiBona and that DiBona had nounced five more appoint- Harper, Education seat 5; Jennifer Peace, Daytona campus
no objection to the overrides.
ments.
Both bills must be signed by
The senate confirmed five of coordinator; and Sam BertiLee Tubbs, vice president for DiBona's previous appoint- zlian, South Orlando campus
student affairs.
ments: Kenneth Nabbe, Engi- coordinator.

FROM PAGE 1

•

VISIT

''We need full time academic advising,'' said Jason
DiBona, student body president. ''We do not have a
continuity. You go to one advisor, you hear something. You go to·another advisor, you hear something
different."
Bryan voiced concern about the direction freshmen
take .
"Do they all go through the same channel or do
they go wherever they want?" he asked.
Student. E,nvernment executives said freshmen need
more coun~ '.Jling and that they don't have a certain

FROM PAGE 1

...
•

The faculty leaders told Bryan that academic advice could be improved but that usually students can
go to their professor and get help.
''We don't hear students saying this is a waste of
time. They have faith in the university,'' said Phil
Taylor, school of communication.
However, student leaders say lack of counseling is
a problem.

place to go.
''There should be undergraduate academic advisors," DiBona said.
SG Attorney General Bob Cherry said UCF is trying to start an "undecided pool" for those who- have
not chosen majors.
. DiBona also expressed his concern over the SASS
(Student Academic Support Services) program.
"It is hard to read, to understand and to get an
accurate picture."
''That is something to worry about, " Bryan said.

FOR COLlEGE STUDENTS:
GUARANTEED FREE
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY OR
OUR FEE WILL BE RETURNED
APPLY EARLY TO:
"COLLEGE FOR MANY"
P.O. BOX 570097
ORLANDO, FL 32857-0097

•

IT'S

•

•

(.;harles K. Morrow/Cl::N I HAL 1- LOH ILJA 1-U I UHE

Bryan addresses the needs of the Student Body with student leaders President Jason DiBona,.Vice .
President Mark Dogoli and Director of Legislative Affairs Tom Leek.
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BRYAN
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All Sizes & Styles Avoilohle HRs. 11am-11pm

649-6484·
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UNIVE~ITY

7DAYS_

& l>J.AFAYA

,

• • nOBIN HOOO (RI
1:15·4·15-7:15- 10;15 .. ROCKETEER (PG·13) 1:00-3:15-5:30·8:00· 10:15
"SOAP OISH (PG -13) 1 30·3 ·~ 0-5·~0-B 00· IO15 THELMA & LOUISE (R)
1:40-4:10·6:50-9:45
7·l S·S·00·7:3o-9:45 ••ROBIN HOOD (PG-13) 1:15-4:00-7:10-tO:OO
HUOSON HAWK (RI
BACKORAFT (R)
1 · 30 - ~ : 30 - 7 15-10·00
••SUBURBAN
I 30-3:30-5:30·7·J0-9:30 ••CITY SLICKERS . 2:00-4:40-6:30-8:45-10:20
COMMANOO (PG-13)
(PG-13)
•• OON 'TTELL MOM THE 2 00-4:45-7:30-9'45 .. OONITEll MOM THE 1:10-3:30-6.00-8:10-1 0:25
BABYSlnERS OEAO (PG· 13)
BABYSITTERS DEAO (PG·13)
WHAT ABOUT BOB? (PGI 2:30-4:45 -7:45-10:00
••CITY SLICKERS (PG-13) 1.45·4:30-7'45· 10:20 BACKORAFT (R)
1:30-4:15-7:00-9:50
• • OYING YOUNG (R)
2:30·5·00·8 00-10 30 SUBURBAN
1:45-3:45-5:40-7:45-9:50
OROP OEAO FREO (PG· 13) 2·00-4 30-7:00-9:30 COMMANDO (PG· 13)
COME SEE OUR CHILDREN'S SUMMER MOVIES. EVERY TUES •• WEO. &THURS. MORNING AT
10:00 A.M. SEASON TICKETS AT LITCHFIELD $3.00. SEASON TICKETS AT UC6 $7.50 OR
~ SINGLE ADMISSION TICKETS FOR $1 .50
. ... NOPASSES'~ ..
-

NOTE': ALL MOVIES BEFORE6:00 PM $3.50. SR. & CHILDREN $3.50 AT ALL TIMES .

.

school year as dean of advanced
studies and research at F.Jorida Atlantic University in Boca
Raton.
He returned to UF as dean
of faculties in 1970 and was appointed associate vice president
for academic affairs a year later.
In 197 4 Bryan was named
interim vice-president for academic affairs.
After a six-month search in
1975, a faculty committee gave
Bryan the position permanently. In 1985, he received the ad-

ditional title of provost.
When former UF President
Marshall Criser resigned in
1989, Bryan served as interim
president until John Lombardi
won the full-time job.
"This university [UCFJ is no
mystery to me," he said Thursday, adding that he was at the
1963 ground breaking.
Bryan praised the efforts of
former UCF presidents Trevor
Colbourn and Steven Altman
to keep the university in the
forefront of the community.
"This is not a one-dog town,"
he said, referring to organizations such as Walt Disney
,

!

World and Westinghouse.
"I'll go eat as much rubber
chicken as I have to keep that
awareness up there," Bryan
joked at a press conference early Thursday afternoon.
Bryan is a past president of
the Florida Association of Colleges and Universities.
He served three years as a
ship's officer in the U.S. Merchant Marine from 1944-4 7 and
as a special agent in the U.S
Army Counter Interngence
Corps from 1954 to 1956.
· He and his wife, Kathryn
Elizabeth, have two children,
Lyla Kay and Matthew.
•I

..

.·

.• •
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· Gatof in·Knight's
·armor proves to b
_e
a. very tight fit
UCF braces itself for a solid dose of "The Gator"
and a good pep talk.
It is bad enough that many UCF students are proGator, with T-shirt~, bumper stickers and all, but
UCF will have an interim president from UF also.
Sixty-five-year-old Dr. Robert Bryan will be the
"Gator in a Knight's armor" for the next half year.
Dr. Bryan, who has been involved with UF for
many years, was chosen by the Board of Regents to
take over the UCF helm in lieu of ex-President Steven
Altman's hasty resignation.
Bryan has been involved in helping universities
work through many problems, like the investigation
into the ~thlethic programs at UF.
The latest problem he will tackle is helping UCF
save face and stay on course.
According t.o Board of Regents Chancellor Charles
Reed, Bryan, "... understands the state system as well as
anybody. He understands universities. He understands
budgets."That's great, a bit simplistic, but great
Reed went on to say that Bryan "... will keep the
momentum going··at the University of Central Florida. They have an excellent master plan in plac~. They
know where they're going."
We are sick of hearing Reed talk about "momentum" at UCF.
With enough repetition, Reed hopes he can con-vince the UCF community that we will bounce back
from Altman's embarrassing situation. He's practicing one of those age old "Little Engine That Could"
psychological techniques.
The idea behind this theory being that if you keep
saying, "I think I can," you will conquer any obstacle.
Behind this cloud of positive thinking lies the blunt
facts.
The fact is that UCF will be in a stalemate for the
next six to nine months while Dr. "Gator" Bryan babysits our university.
Wouldn't it seem more logical to put a Knight into
the position? It's almost like the BOR is backing up
the belief that UF and UCF are not in the same class.
It's almost like saying, ''You ARE a second rate school."
So where does this leave UCF? It leaves UCF in
limbo while we restructure.
Dr. Bryan did serve as interim president for UF.
But now is the time for Bryan to get involved with a
whole new bag of worms. UCF is floundering in the
aftermath of an embarrassing scandal.
Be is the safe choice because, lets face it, a retired
and respected veteran of the State University System
won't be ruining his career by getting involved with
another escort service scandal.
· We hope those dog days are over for UCF.and we
wouldn't wish that kind of disgrace on any institution, even UF.
It's time to put all of this mess behind us. UCF
needs t.o focus on the task of selecting a new president to carry us through to the next century.
Until we have a new president, we'll put our trust
in Dr. Bryan and hope for the best.
"I think I can. I think I can. I think I can ... "

•• •
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Society forces immature acts
·

''We shall have our manhood, we shall have it or
the earth will be leveled by our attempt to get it" Eldridge Cleaver
"Mrs Anderson, could you please send Brian Goercke to Dr. Teske's office?" -Scenes from third grade,
1974
''Tell Goercke to get his ass over here now, O.K?"
- Scenes from Steak&·Ale, 1991
Less than a week ago, several friends and I came
to the conclusion that society, more often than not,
compels the individual to play the role of a third
grader. Our personal revelation came after being booted from the Sussex Place pool at 4 a.m. by the resident flatfoot who flashed upon us his light, threatened "out of the pool or it's downtown, boys," and took
down our address for disciplinary measures. As we
scuttled back to our heated shanty, the flatfoot followed us some 20 feet and pretty sQon we were all
imbued with the feeling: back to the principals office
again.
Now, it has come to me by vigorous observation of
the very folkways in our advanced western civilization to realize that our third grade brain pattern
transcends even illegal pool exploration at 4 a.m. and, ah ha! you dirty screw, I don't really live at apt.
# 1058, ha ha!
At the rock (i.e. work): There is no better example
of the human race compelled to.assume the role of the
third grader. During the brutal scrutinization of a
district manager for instance, all the smaller ~Men
whip their herd into a "what we never do on a normal
day'' work ethic and the scene begins to look like the
teacher trying to show the Prindpal that class, as
usual, is quite tidy today, sir. Conversely, when the
managers happen to be out (shopping for ties), every-

••

••
thing that has been drilled into the employees psyche
is emptied for the mere thrill of the moment and
spitballs rip into every forehead.
On the Road: With the exception of myself and my
grandmother, the speed limit has the relevance of a
Glenn Rinker news commentary; however, just let a
cop get behind you and your behavior alters slightly;
kinda like when ·a principal barges through the class
room door and you are just about ready to hurl your
algebra text across the room. Whoa Nellie!
On the Tube: Ever watch the local News? Word up,
Michelle Muro is the haunting reincarnation of my
third grade music teacher who made me sing ''Tanda-leo, run little donkey run" with the other kids
when all I wanted to sing were covers of Bachman
Turner Overdrive. Television has, and always will,
cater to the third grade mentality.
Finally, from the Oval Office: Never has a leader
spoken to his compatriots with any tone and content
other than that of an English teacher to his bored
students or a manager to his under-paid employees.
To all concerned, the third grade niche is one that is
here to stay. A couple minutes late to work? Detention or expulsion. A few miles over the speed limit?
Eraser banging after class. An excursion in the Sussex Place pool at 4 a.m.? Reprehension from the local
flatfoot. So, you bet~r get it right with the man or it'~
off to the principals office, boys an girls (down town
precinct #44 for you bigger kids)!

••
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• ALTMAN HAD COURAGE
Editor:
I think that one central point
about the character of Steve
Altman has been missed. At least
he had the courage and
determination to resign and spare
the University a long and painful
investigation. Had he stonewalled
the process, he could have kept hi°s ·
($130,000per year)jobindefinitely.
The only losers would have been
the students and the reputation of
UCF.
Sadly, most public officials
would rather drag their office
through a scandal than admit to it
and go on with their lives. Most of
our"public servants"feellikethey
were ordained to office by God
himself, and should be allowed to
remain in office .even if, say, they
get caught smoking crack cocaine.Let's face it, if Altman had not
resigned, he would not have been
forced from office unless someone
could prove that he were killing
babies (or racially i~sen si tive). So

let's have three cheers for the first
public official in recent memory to
take responsibility for his own
actions.

David S. Hardison
engineering
• TACKY AND SEXIST ,
Editor:
Mama Mia! No less than an
hour after reading Rosario A.
Iaconis's June 13 USA TODAY
column on the unfortunate
stereotypingofltalian-Americans
I picked up The Central Florid~
Future and read Bill Cushing's
review of"Jungle Fever."
Bill applauds Spike Lee's
stereotypical depiction of"Roman
Catholic-Italian" households as
tacky and sexist, stating matter
of factly that "Lee draws h is
generalitiesoutofagreatamount
ofreality."
Bill is certainly entitled to think
what ever h e will about anybody
andeverybody,butthenonchalant

manner in which this particular
suggestion is tossed into a movie
review doesn't seem to serve much
of a purpose.Now that we have the ·
lowdown on the "reality" behind
"Roman , Catholic-Italian"
stereotypes, will we soon be
enlightened about other groups?
Not to whine. My motive in
writing isn't really to defend the
honor of the "Roman CatholicItalian" side of my family. (Vinnie
and Vito, dey got, y'know ... ways of
protectin' eachudder, see?)
Rather, I'd like to venture to
guess why Bill has been doing so
much ranting against the
Kennedys lately: could it be that
he's found a golden-brown
opportunity to roast one of those
tacky, sexist, pope-loving
politicians from MASS?
Still, Bill, I am only mildly miffedafter all-most of my relatives up in
Joisey ARE tacky and sexist

Webb Harris
English I creative writing
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SG learns proper execution of pork bawel politics
Well, it's official; your fees are going up in the fall. $160,000 going into somebody's pockets each semesYou might be :interested in learning that tuition isn't ter, or $320,000 each year.
the only increase on the books.
What, pray tell, does the Student Government need
In the last :issue of The Future, a story covered the with half-again better than a quarter-mil of our monfact that when Student Government passed its up- ey? One might think that this is a response to infla- ·
coming budget at the start of June, they saw fit to tionary rates but, considering that last year's conraise the student activity fee by an additional $1.25 sumer price index was 6.1 percent, a 25+ percent
· per credit hour. Now, a quarter of this is earmarked hike represents one helluva cushion. By more than
·
·
for a Campus Shuttle Service between the outlands four times.
of mall parking and the campus, which is a laudable
Do they have the Rolling Stones or Prince lined up for
idea, assuming there are sufficient vans running in a Homecoming? Are they buying a ten-year supply of tuna
timely manner (that thought is, of course, the purest fish for the stray cats on campus? Hardly likely.
optimism on my part since SG is running the .project).
A closer inspection of that same issue of the newsBut the other dollar per hour is, to say the least, paper might lead us to some clues.
questionable, especially in light of the fact that the
In a second story, it was reported that SG Presi1990-91 SG budget moved into its final month of the dent Jason DiBona "created two new position.s.~' The
fiscal year with a surplus of $3,000.
first was a Clubs and Organizations Advocate.
Let's perform some basic mathematics here: Using
Now, just what is a Clubs and Organizations Adconservative estimates, there are about 20,000 stu- vocate? Well, according to the story, it's someone "redents during the full semesters and, assuming that sponsible for coordinating relations between UCF ornot every one of them takes a full course load, I'll . ganizations and their senators." Since when does a
figure each enrolls for eight credit hours a semester; club or organization need senatorial representation?.
these figures are highly inaccurate, but I think one And, if they have senators, why do they need an
would find them low.
advocate? It seems to me that what they're looking
With a basic calculator, this reveals an extra for is properJy termed a lobbyist and, if that's the

••llllllfl1

case, why should students pay for it?
The second position "created" was a Director of
Executive Affairs." And, again according to the reporter's account, "this position combines the duties of
the old position of Chief of Staff and the Special
Projects Coordinator." Incidental~y, "Special Projects
Coordinator was an anticipated position that was never filled. Its ·duty was to manage the daily affairs of
long and short term SG projects."
Interesting. I always thought one formed committees to handle "projects." Isn't the management of
such "affairs"· precisely why these SG folks are put
into their respective offices to start with?
College life is supposed to be a learning experience
for a student's later career. Here, at least, the.UCF
Student Government is taking full advantage of the
opportunities college offers: They're certainly learning the proper execution of pork barrel politics.
Problem is, they're doing it at our expense.
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Wanted for illegal possession of - testosterone??
~
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Ask yourself this question: Are you a guy of the
male gender? If so, I advise you to report to prison
immediately, because you are violating a federal law.
I base this statement on a letter I got from ale·r t
reader Richard Watkins, M.D., who sent me a shocking medical document concerning the federal Anabolic Steroids Control Act. Steroids, as you know,
are substances that some guys put in their bodies in
an effort to. develop bulging, rippling, sharply defined muscles like the ones Michael Keaton wore in
"Batman." This is foolish, because women are not
attracted to rippling, sharply defined muscles. Women prefer a type of male physique that is known, in
body-building circles, as: "the newspaper columnist."
This is a softer, more rounded, aerodynamic shape,
similar to the one used in the popular Ford Taurus
station wagon. This physique has inspired a whole
line of mature-guy casual pants, which go by the
name "Dockers" because it was not considered a
shrewd marketing move to come out and call them
"Pants For The Bigger-Butted Man."
But back to steroids: They have bad side effe<;:ts,
although it took medical researchers many years to
discover this. They'd get a bunch of steroid users
together and say, "Ok, anybody having bad side effects, raise your hand!" The steroid users would strain
and grunt like water buffaloes in labor, but due to
their extreme muscularity they couldn't raise their
hands above their wrists. Many of them must press
elevator buttons with their foreheads.
The result was that medical researchers had no
idea what kinds of problems steroids were causing
until one day when they happened to ask for oral
responses. Then they discovered the awful truth: Steroids can cause men to develop THICK AUSTRIAN
ACCENTS. This is what happened to Arnold Schwarzenegger, who was actually born and raised in Topeka, Ka., and spoke like a regular American until he
used steroids to build his body up to the point where
he was legally classified by the U.S. Census Bureau
as "construction equipment."
Today of course Arnold is a steroid-free person

© 1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rlghls Reserved .

with a successful career as a versatile film actor who
has played a variety of roles, ranging from a large
man with a thick Austrian accent who throws bad
guys off apartment roofs, to a large man with a thick
Austrian accent who throws bad guys off HOTEL
roofs. He's also an active Republican and was recently appointed chairman of the President's Council on
Physical Fitness in a moving Rose Garden ceremony
that culminated in Arnold throwing Sen. Edward
Kennedy off the White House roof.
So anyway, the government is cracking down on
steroids. I thought this was a fine idea until I got Dr.
Watkins' letter, which is written on a hospital physical-examination form, in a section headed "Chief Complaint and Present Illness."
"Here I am," Dr. Watkins writes, "sitting around in
my doctor suit waiti!tg for an emergency to happen,
and suddenly I get a memo: ON FEB. 27, 1991, TESTERONE DECLARED . A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, LIKE HEROIN."
My.immediate reaction was to think that Dr. Watkins had been wearing his stethoscope way too tight.
But it turns out he's telling the absolute truth. With
his letter, he enclosed a document from the Group

Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, listening various types of anabolic steroids now controlled by the
federal government, and TESTERONE is one the
list. I swear I am not making this up.
This is a big problem, because MANY guys, including several well known Supreme Court members,
are walking around with testosterone in their, um,
possession.
.They can't help it. As Dr. Watkins put it, in medical terminology, testosterone is "a substance exuded by your you-know organs, hereinafter your Ralphs."
In small quantities, testosterone produces only mild
side effects, such as the inability to stop pressing
the channel-changing button on the TV remote control. But as higher levels, testosterone causes destructive male behavior, the two most terrible kinds
being:
1. War.
2. Do-it-yourself projects.
It's a well-known fact that a male with even a
. moderate testosterone level would rather drill a
hole in his hand (which he probably will) than admit, especially to his spouse, that he cannot do
something himself. Put an ordinary male on the Space
Shuttle, and within minutes he'll be telling his spouse
that by God he'll repair the retro thruster modules,
because if you call in NASA they'll just charge you an
arm and a leg. I personally have destroyed numerous
perfectly good rooms by undertaking frenzied testosterone-induced efforts to fix them up despite the fact
that I have the manual dexterity of an oyster. Hundreds of years from now, archaeologists will look at
my home improvement projects and say, ''This civilization was apparently wiped out by a terrible natural
disaster involving spackle."
So we see that the criminalization of testosterone
is a good thing. I'm not sure how the authorities will
enforce this law, but I imagine they'll start by arresting those with obviously excessive testosterone levels,
such as Warren Beatty, the national Hockey League,
Bluto and Phyllis Schlafly.
Eventually all of us guys will be arrested and placed
in a rehabilitation program (motto: "Just say No to
Ralph") and they won't let us out until we pass a
strict test wherein he have to hold a TV remote control in our hands and watch one show for THREE
CONSECUTIVE MINUTES.
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UCF area - 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath.fully
equipped, $425m/o plus deposit. Gold ·star
Realty; Assoc. 877-3786.
Room for r~nt in Chuluota $130 mo+ utilities
kitchen use ac 365-5796. ·

UCF Moodukkwan Tae kwon do. Improve
flexibility condition and stamina as well as
sharpening self-defense skill. Classes on man
tues at8-10 pm and thur at 7-9pm in multi-purpose room (next to gym) in ed bldg for more
info call 365-8866 or 240-3656

Walk to school large 2 bedroom 2 full baths
Beach cruiser bike for sale good deal $60 823washer/dryer lawn service inc call 657-7598/ . 4862 leave message
380-8331 ask for Jim.

l.l ll lllllllllfft

3 bd,2112 ba. condo. Hidden Oaks on goldenrod rd. microwave & washer dryer. Pool. $650
+ $500 sec dep. 645-0355 or'647-3177.

M!F 3bdr/2bth 17000sqft house 1 mile from
UCF fireplace w/d garage $275/mon 1/3 util
679-5505 ask for Chip.

Townhouse large space, walk to UCF, garage
w/d dlw 2 bed 2.5 bath lease now or reserve
for fall 249-2246.

Fem/male roommie $300/mo (everything) 2b/
2b duplex wash/dryer Jackie home 380-9491
Day/Work 420-5411 nights
Roommates wanted, m/f._ F pays $225 /
motelec.+phone+ 1-tlme $150 deposit for own
room till Aug, then will share, rent decreases.
(appx $140) Dishwasher tv stereo, ect. M pays
appx. $145-150. Both Apts. 5 min from UCF,
well-lighted,· quiet, pretty scenery, 2 pools, 3
laundromats (24-hr), tennis courts, ect.
Males-823-8852;Females-658-9855

UCF area 2bd 2bath townhouse avail
July 31. Micro wtd $465. Call 382-4379 Leave
Message.
Apartment for rent excellent location, University Blvd + Alafaya Trail, walk to school,
2bedroom/2bath $440.00 per nionth, for Info
call .321-7343, or 1-800-777-4366 ask for
Jerry.

Apple lmagewriter JI
Only 8 months old $250
671-7590 ask for Ken
Peavy 12-channel professional mixer with 100
foot mic snake. Exe. cond. $475. Bryan 8233496 days, 261-6915 evenings.

212 Duptex;1mi from main campus $1500
down $550/mo owner financing. Why rent
when you can own? 275-3157.
·

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

10 and 30 gal fish tanks 568-5409.

SCHOLARSHIPS up to $,20,000. No GPA/
income restrictions. 213-964-4166 Ext. 59.

Fast* Professional* Ac cu rate

THE WAITE STUFF Professional Typing
Papers, Graphs, Charts, Resumes, very reasonable rates, 297-3545

••

Network your way through college. Do not
respond to this opportunity unless you are
willing to work 10-15 hours perweek.Calr 407365-8880
Part I Full time telemarketing,your own
schedule.work at home.income per lead plus
bor:ius, Don 696-4337.
Business + Finance majors or anyone with

••

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

ATIENTION: Excellent income for home assembly work. INFO. 504-646-1700. DEPT.
P307.
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 ext. 2568

DON'T

•••
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RPS needed Pff package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
·

2 matching loveseats $50.00 for both 1 coffee
table $20.00 1 end table $1 o.oo 382-6740
.leave message.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus buyers guide.
(1) 805 962-8000 Ext. s-4628

...
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Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628

Telemarketers -Oviedo/UCF area $12/hr full/
parttime, Day/Eves Will train, new offices 3666205

({11•1illilfll llltlil•llil tmtJJllllifili{ll
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

ambition beat the recession build a future . Call
today 249-2246

Trek 360 touring bike 25" excellent cond$325
obo 380-5942 leave message
50% off statistics 3023 book and study guide
(4th ed). Both only $25 call Marie: 282-6965.
Leave Message.

June 26, 1991 8

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment H!gh Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or 341-0003
Need help with your math,physics,or
chemistry? Call Matt at 277-4488.
Experienced private tutor. $10/hour

.
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LOVE
FROM PAGE 10

Well, in my illusionary world,
I seek a rich man, good-looking,
nicely built, kind, generous,
' intelligent, a good friend as well
as a good lover, etc. Then I pop
back into reality and know no
such man exists. Ifhe does, he's
probably one of three things: 1)
gay; 2) already happily married;
or 3) dead.
So I ask myself another
question: Should I settle for
nothing but the best or settle for
second best?
I find I can categorize a
majority of the male species,

and none of them fit my idea of
Mr. Right. I call him
affectionately My Poor Schmoo
-the suckerwho'sgoirigtofall
in love with me and do all that I
ask and more and love it.
Bar Weasels
These are the guys that hang
out at bars looking for their
dream woman-oraonenight
stand, which ·unfortunately is
the same woman. These guys
look like rejects from the disco
era with their shirt unbuttoned
3/4 of the way down, chest hair
that looks like they t.aped their
mother's cat's hairballs on it
and "technibond" gold chains.
These are the guys that when I

take a look at them I burst out
laughing because they remind
of those "two wild and crazy
guys" on Saturday Night Live.
Avoid these guys at all costs,
ladies. They probably don't use
condoms because their
reasoning is, "I don't use them
'cause chicks don't like the feel
ofthem" and they probably have
more sexually transmitted
diseases than there are names
for.
Insecure Man
Go out on a date with this
type ofman and you'll be pulling
your hair out as well as trying to
kill yourself with the butter
knife before the evening's over.
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LADIES DRINK
FREE
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FROM·PAGE 12
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HAPPY HOUR
BUFFET
~ 5 fJ.111. to r fJ.111.

JUNKYARD
numbers, "Hoochie Coochie
Man" and "Little Red Rooster."
The Junkyard pulled off
something of a coup in grabbing
him, but Neal figured it worth a
try to see what kind of crowds
Orlando is able to produce. .
"Theywere lively that night,"
he said.
The Junkyard has definite
plans for future blues. Derek
Trucks, the wunderkind of
Allman Brothers band, was

$1.99 PITCHERS
OF DRAFT
--- All Mgfrt Lot1g
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Insecure Man. Sounds like a
segmentonSNL,doesn'tit? Sort
of like Middle-Aged Man.
Insecure Man is pretty close if
not on the bottom ~g of the
corporate ladder. He'll spend 90
percent of your date talking
about his ex - girlfriend, wife,
whatever.
dog, family,
Constantly whining about how ·
great eve~hing was instead of
how great everything can be,
Insecure Man makes you want
to ram a couple of breadsticks
down his throat.
Mr. Sensitive
A new breed of man that
evolved in the mid 80's~ Mr.
Sensitive always knows what
you're feeling and sympathizes
with you on every point. He
always agrees with everything
you're saying and you're nev~r
wrong. Although I like that
aspect, I find Mr. Sensitive
exuding falseness. Fake to the
core, Mr. Sensitive is. Besides a
man who constantly agrees with
you can be boring. I like a man
who can keep his end of a
conversation or argument. It
gets the blood stirring, if .you
know what I mean.
Nerds
Pocket protectors, plaidpants
and white shirts buttoned all
the way to the collar, sensible
shoes, t.ape around the thickrimmed glasses, a nasal voiceneed I say more?
Jocks and Athletes
Jocks and athletes are two
totally different breeds. Athletes
have had some sort of higher
education, speak more than
monosyllabic words and can
read!
Jocks spend their whole life
developing their muscle tissue
instead of their brain tissue.
"What a body, but all brawn and
no brains doesn't cut it unless
you're a female jock.
Businessmen
These men dress like success
but rarely are. I find many

***~

1/4 mile east of Fashion Square Mall on Highway 50 (Colonial Drive)
Follow Rickenbacker Rd. between L&N and Bennigan's tilJ it ends at our door.

businessmen obnoxious and
dreamingoflife on Wall Street,
dreamsthatwon'tcometruefor
most of them. They're also too
analytical and logical, never
spont.aneous and free like:
The Wandering Poet
In a world all their own, the
Wandering Poet is usually
related to the water somehow
- surfing, skiing, sailing. You
know the phrase, "Life is like a
waterbed, if you don't roll with
the waves you'll never get up!"
This is the motto WPs go by.
Responsibility is a curse word
to them as they rather spend
their time having fun.
Your Best Friend
Your best friend is male,
right? He has all the qualities
you're looking for in a man, but
when you st.art thinking about
becomingromanticallyinvolved
with him -yech! Or when you
start thinking about it you
realize you don't want to
jeopardize your relationship
with him.
Nice Guy
Men hate to be under this
·Category. Once a woman tells a
guy they're nice, the relationship
is over. These guys can be goodlooking, intelligent and may be
all that you desire, but they're
just too damn nice!
Now, realize that there are
exceptions to every category and
more than likely everyman who
reads this will think they are
the exception to whateyer
category applies to them.
My search goes on for Mr.
Right. A guy who likes baseball
(NL not AL) but not a couch
potato. A guy who likes to spend
time with his buddies but likes
to spend more of his time with
me. Will I ever find him? Who
knows? But as I always say,
"Fairy tales can come true!"
Lookformynextinstallment,
ladies, Reasons Why We Hate
Boys Please note: Boys are
different fr.om men.
featured on June 19.
Lucky Peterson, another
Alligator recording a!list, was
at the club on the June 21 and
22. Trucks will return on June
25 and tonight with stickman ·
Buddy Miles in what Lewis
called a "meeting of the old and
the young together."
For Independence Day
weekend, the Junkyard's going
to celebrate the blues. Tinsley
Ellis will open things up on July
3. Then, from July 4-6, Noble
Thin Man Watts will be joined
by Smokehouse.

~
Weneed
·production people

~%.m:~:,;''~~1~,.

·

:::., ...

~

.

for the·Fall, if you
have Macintosh
experience and a
good eye ·for design
then come in and
fill out an
application. Ask
for Roy.
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Exterminators zap camels
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Billboards entertain Orlando's traffic victims
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Mr. Right eludes women while
Bar Weasels overwhelm Clubs
by Connie Wang
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ladies, how many pieces have we
seen on ''Love in the 90's" from the male
point of view?
· Too many, don't you think? I believe
we need a new angle on the subject - a
female angle, don't you? Well, here it
_goes.
A while back I picked up a book on the
"extremely reduced table" at the
bookstore. It was "How to Marry the
Man of Your Choice." I thought it would
be interesting to find out what the
"proper" way of finding Mr. Right was.
After reading the first four chapters, I

ALBUMS
FROM PAGE 9
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•A Spy in The House Of Love
Artist: The House Of Love
Producer: Various
Label: Polygram
If you think post-modern
musicians have achieved every
possible look, sound, and style,
think again ... and while you're
at it, let me take you on a stroll
through The House of Love.
After achieving only partial
success with their self-titled
debut album, this four-man
-band is bound to rocket
skyward with their hot new
album, A Spy in The House of
Love. Surprisingly, this album
consist.s of several tracks the
band had originally overlooked
when compiling their first LP.
Lead
vocalist-guitaristsongwriter Guy Chadwick
states that, "When we went
back and listened to the takes,
there was a lot of stuff we felt
was really strong... " Chadwick
adds that, "You can record
something that seems like
crap, but six months later, it
can sound totally different."
The House of Love, who's
name was taken from Anais
Nin's erotic novel of the same
title, was form~d in the south

shelfed the book where it still sits,
collecting dust.
Why do you ask?
Firstofall, the book wanted women to
change evezythingabout themselves: the
waywedress, thewaywetalk,howwego
about meeting a man, and not to wear
any jewelry. In short, change what you're
about so the man of your choice falls in
love and consequently marries something
you're not.
. Needless to say, I decided to find Mr.
· Right my own way.
First, I had to ask myself: What is it
that I seek in a man?

see LOVE page 9

I could care less what they're doing at
any given time. The one time I did check 0
to see if the billboard was correct the
My mind tends to wander when I station was playing a comme;cial.
crawl through Orlando traffic. I always (Funny, they don't have a little light for •
look around at my fellow drivers to see that on their sign).
3) The Florida Lottery tote board:
what they're doing .
Ofcourse, there's always some goofball (usually stuck around $7 million) I hate
on.his little car phone acting like Donald being reminded of how much money I • '
Trump, and then there's the family from · won't win next Saturday night. Yet, I
Idaho going 10 mph slower than the always seem to take a quick glance at
posted speed limit (I know they're tourists the amount and routinely slam into • 1
because everyone, includingthe parents, the cement truck directly in front of
are wearing mouse ears or killer whale me.
*Most distracting Sign*
fins).
1) "Pure Platinum" (aka the "Doll •
And then there's me, ·red-faced.and
irritable, staring straight ahead and House"): The sign h-a s a young blonde
counting the dead bugs on my women stretched out from end to end.
windshield. My biggest concern is jfl'll This is usually the part of 1-4 where
make it home in time for the "Addams traffic comes to a screeching halt.
Family."
* The Big Winners * ·
Life in Orlando's fast lane can get
1) Truly Nolan: Yes, a bug
pretty strange. So with the 20 minutes I exterminator! The sign features a slimy
i
have in between traffic lights, I compiled cockroach being zapped to death with
a list of some ofthe better billboard signs the message, "Adios Cucaraches!" spilled
spanning across our fair city.
across the front. You see, killing bugs
*Most Annoying Signs*
can be enjoyable in any language.
· 1) I won't· say what the company is
2) Gatorland: Okay, the signs not all
(cigarette), but they have a silly animal that hot, but compared to the other
mascot (camel) using (puffing) their megatheme park's bil1poards it's OK • •
product. The sign is titled ''The Hard Anyway, at least Gatorland designs their
Pack" (nudge, nudge, wink, wink, say no reptile displays to stay on the billboard
more). In the picture, a group of camels instead of reaching out into the ._
dressed in GQ fashion prints look emergency larie like Universal's
menacingly down on the motorist. extraterrestrial toad does.
Smoking desert mammals? Give me a
I made it home seven hours and thirty
break.
mil)utes later. (A new world record.)
• a;
2) WNDB display board: The sign
Maybe the city ofOrlando should think
works this way; the sign lists the different about giving motorists less to look at and
activities the .station does during a normal more roads to drive on. But then I guess •
day (talk show, news, music, tarot card there wouldn't be much for the rest of us ·
readings, etc.). So If they're doing news~ without cellular phones, compact CD
a little red light glows in the news box. players or Uzi submachine guns to do on
Admittedlv.l'mnotabie-WNDBlistener. ont flrivP. homP. .
1> c
by Nick Conte ·

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

*DO YOU WANT TO STOP SMOKING?
of London back in 1981 by Guy psychedelic funk. The first two
*DO YOU NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT?
Chadwick, bassist Chris songs in this series provide
Groothuizen and drummer quite a peaceful melody of
*ARE YOU SUFFERING FROM
vocals, while the second two ·
Pete Evans.
HEADACHES OR MIGRAINES?
Lead guitarist Terry are harmonious instrumentals
*HAVE YOU BEEN INJURED IN AN ACCIDENT?
Bickers and guitarist-vocalist one could easily fall asleep to,
*ARE YOU TIRED OF LIVING WITH PAIN?
Andrea . Heukamp, also make love to or quietly devour
IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY ONE OF THESE QUESTIONS - WE CAN HELP! WE
members of the original band, ·a jelly donut to.
USE TRADITIONAL lk MODERN (NO NEEDLES) ACUPUNCTURE, HERBS, DIETARY
have since departed. Recently,
By now, you're probably
!'\~""1.~GEMENT, AND STRESS REDUCTION TEC:aNIQUES. GUARANTEED SAFE!
The House of Love acquired wondering what else The
their newest member, House of Love sings about.
DON'T DELAY - CALL TODAY
guitarist Simon Walker.
These guys seem pretty a ware
FREE CONSULATATION
A Spy In The House of Love of the world and its problems
NO OBLIGATION
contains quite a variety of and carry a message quite
musical entities. Songs such similar to groups such as
MOST INSURANCE ACCEPI'ED
as "Marble," "Scratched Midnight Oil and R.E.M.
Inside," "Ray" and "Shine On"
Orlando
Altamonte.
Their lyrics would have you
Dr.
Joseph
Hou
896-3005
682-6366
travel at a moderate, upbeat convinced that they deal with
pace allowing room for very and openly question topics .
literate vocals to pour in.
such as politics, religion, love
FROM YOUR FAMOUS, FRIENDLY,
On the other hand, "Safe," and the Earth, but Guy Ir---------------~----,
"D Song '89" and "Phone" are a Chadwick offers a different I .
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
bitmoresubtle. However, they · philosophy, stating that, "So
HEWLETT-PACKARD. DEALER:
still seem to possess a far-God knows why-but most I
•
HP 48SX
WESTOCK
consistency in message and of our lyrics are loosely I p.
S . - t."f.
ALL48Sx
tone, obviously a sign of true connected with drugs and I H lOBt Business
d
c1en
1
1c
soOKs&
sexual perversion." And where 11 a1cu1a or an
talent and experience.
Expan d a ble AccEsoR1Es
.
In the tracks "Soft as Fire," has he found his source for the
I HP 17BII and
Calculator
"Baby Teen" and "No Fire," chosen subject matter?
Well, he says that he has l HP Business
Chadwick's voice reveals a
striking similarity to the ''been reading a lot of Henry I Consultant II
•Over 2100
built-in
hypnotic vocals of the late Jim Miller, William Burroughs, I Financial
fun ctions
and
people
like
that
...
so
I
think
Morrison.
• HP Equati onHowever, that semi- subconsciously a lot of that's ' Calculators
Writer
~ •l. omplete
·acoustical The House of Love creeping out."
application
I
set of
To be honest, I was
trademark still lingers behind
• Grap hics
fina ncial
inte·g rated ·
Chadwick's vocals. Another expecting another pseudo- I fu nctions
with
observation I made while Progressive band with boring l· Menus
calcu lus
listening to this CD was a lyrics.
I and
softkeys to
Instead, I experienced very
series of four songs staggered
I
gu ide yo u
Come se ~
deep, impressive lyrics and one
throughout the album.
it today_
l• A lgebrai~
an
instrumental
ta1ent,
hell
of
Simply titled "Love II ,"
. • or RPN
"Love III," "Love IV," and "Love especially on guitar. Their I entry
F//Q9 HEWLETT
~/!JI PACKA~O
V," each song represents ' songs were well arranged and
different ~tages of love, sex, the transitions from song to
relationships and their overall song seem well thought out.
Give them a listen - any I
effects, both good and bad, on
INTERNATIONAL
individuals and society as a nagging doubts you have now
&
will certainly dissipate after
whole.
I
~
2916
Corrine
Drive
'bt)<t' ·
I
completing
your
tour
through
The mood of these four
The
House
of
Love.
tracks is fairly mellow but
~
-.I
'
- Mark Sheid
includes a slight taste of
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The Cosmic Hippo flies over Highway 101;
Too Short stays in the house, refuses to sell out
Bing Bang
·Boom
by
Highway 101

shortcomings , Bi ng Bang
Boom does h ave its good point s.
''The Blame," "Storm of Love,"
the title song, "Big City Bound,"
"Desperate" (the best hook on
the album) and a cover of ''Till
I Getlt Right" stand out despite
everything that's wrong her·e.
In
short,
changing
producers and stronger vocal
work would help Highway 101
restart its career.
-Tom Kopacz

Guitar
Sampler
Vol. 3
from
Windham Hill
Records

And it's coming from some
of the strangest looking
musicians around.
Many of the tunes here were
written by Fleck, who seems
intent on accomplishingfor the
banjo what Jean Luc Ponty
Highway lOl's first album
hasdoneforviolin. Whatcovers
with new lead vocalist Nikki
are here are interesting, to say
Nelson may make diehardfans
the least:
of the group's first three
The whole work opens with
albums lonesome for departed
· a manic-paced Brian Augersinger Paulette Carlson. More
sounding intro, "Bl u-Bop,"
discriminating fans will -be
which then flows into "Flying
Jonesome for Jim Ed Norman,
• Flight of the Cosmic Hippo Saucer Dudes" and "Turtle
the band's former producer.
Alth ough Nelson is an Artist: Bela Fleck & the RJck."
According to the liner notes,
improvement over Carlson in Flecktones
the looks department, her voice Producers: Bela Fleck & the the group was halfway through
its recording sessions when the
is not as distinctive. Also, Flecktones
announcement of the GulfWar
sometimes Nelson does not Label: Warner Bros.
broke.
seem t o be trying a s hard as
Banjo jazz? C'mon, get real!
Fittingly, halfway through
she should or could.
But it looks like Bela Fleck this album is "The Star
The album is hindered even
more by the listless production will be able to pull this one off. Spangled Banner." This is one
of Paul Worley and Ed Seay, Certainly his second album of the few versions of it done
who apparently think the Flight of the Cosmic Hippo with real feeling and it has the
distinctive country-rock hybrid holds promise for this feel that Herbie Mann gave
bluegrass the "Battle Hymn of the
that Highway 101 perfected traditionally
behind Carlson should have instrument to make some Republic" back in the '60s. It
left with her. Lead guitar work inroads to the true American spotlights Howard Levy's
harmonica work with a nice
, by Jack Daniels (his real name, musical genre,
But, as Fleck himself said touch of reverb.
not a stage nam~) throughout
Levy also shines on "Star of
the album has been sliced, in an interview with Musician
diced and julienned to almost magazine, ''This is nothing like the County .Down," a new
bluegrass
·
this
is rendition of a traditional Irish
nothing. ·
ccntemporary
music."
melody with a wonderful
of
these
In
spite
ethei::eal quality to it. The
w~ are on a mission unprecedented
voices of the past are speaking
in mecHcal history.
here.
In a fit of humor, Fleck
\Vear; bringing 19 teams of
penned "Jekyll and Hyde (And
scientists iron.1 around the world
Ted and Alice)." This is a fasttogetheI in one place, for onf:' purpose.
paced bit of musical
To find a pern-; anent cure for diabetes.
schizophrenia· that pits his
For all of mankind.
banjo work against thefretless
And for your family too.
bass talents ofVictor Lemonte
Together, we can outlive diabetes.
Wooten, whosoundsverymuch
like Stanley Clarke on this.
Join us on om· ntission.
This is followed by a
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 rendition of the LennonMcCartney tune "Michelle"
that retains all the '60s
spaciness of the tune with a
jazz flavor.
There are few weak
•TANNING
· moments on this album, and
• WAxlNG
those that exist come more
• EAR PIERCING
from the performers trying to
incorporate too many musical
Tues. - Fri. 9-9
genres into their format.
A FULL LINE OF PRODUCTS FOR ALL SEnVIC ES
All in all, however, the
PRECISION CUT & STYLE $12
Flecktones
have conceived an
VICTORIA SQUARE 322-6179
album
which
represents a
17-92 AT SEMINOLE COMM. COLLEGE
grab-bag of jazz styles as
interpreted through the voice
of an instrument rarely heard
in jazz circles.
Good idea.
-Bill Cushing

• Guitar Sampler Vol. 3
Artists: Various
Producers: Various
Label: Windham Hill

mBing Bang Boom
Artist: Highway 101
Producers: Paul Worley and
Ed Seay
Label: Warner Brothers

f!

{Formerly Bike King)

"
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Short Dog's
in the House
by
Too Short
• Short Dog's i.n the House

Windham Hill Records has
put together another guitar
sampler CD. They have brought
together five talented solo
musicians, with two singles each
for a combination of a New Age/
Jazz feel. Each musician is
competent in their own rite, and
the album seems to have three
distinct modes of musical
transportation.
Alex de Grassi and Michael
Hedges contribute to the
acoustic medium ofmusic travel.
Alexs' "A Momentary Change of
Heart" is a jazzy animal with
many mood swings and at times,
feelings ofindecision. His ''Deep
at Night" is more subtle with
less unpredictable swings in
mood. Michael Hedges is quite
persuasively acoustic on "Ritual
Dance," and "If I Needed
Someone" reflects its title by
. being a softer, more emotional
and
intimate
acoustic
composition.
The second vehicle is from .
the harmonic game playing of
Michael Manring on his two
cuts, "Selene" and "Red Right
Returning." These at first may
feel solemn and sad, but he does
all this on electric bass!
Keeping the melodic limits of
bass in mind (4 strings, lower
notes, ect.) both songs make for
very busy and full listening. The
songs are very much an
untraditional and melodic role
for the flight of bass.
The final :means of
transportation come from David
Torn and Tuck Andress with
electric guitar music.
David Toms' ''Lion of Boaz"
and "Sunday on the Violet Sea"
are the most instrumentally
orchestrated tunes on this CD.
Both incorporate the basic four
piece band set up (guitar, drums,
bass, keys). He also uses clusters
of guitar processing effects
· enabling him (it seems) to let
little musical animals peak their
heads out and tame the rest of
the music.
Tuck Andress is using a B.B.
King style of guitar which leads
his music to have a warmer
sound. "Sweet P" and "Betcha
By Golly Wow" are much closer
to the traditional jazz/blues
guitar style of the Big Band

ir1!".'!".~ ,:~:=,~'!'!'!'f!....i~!..'~ !''!!'.'! !''1~l'!i'!0.......
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driving to the beach on a unny
day it will take you there.
-Bob R yan

Artist: Too Short
Producer: Todd Shaw and
Pierre James

Label: Jive/BMG

When you hear the words
"Rap" and "California,';the first
name that comes to mind is
"Ice T."
Many fail to see the real
side of rap, which is "No Sell
Out." The phrase "no sell out"
best describes the music of
Todd Shaw, better known as
Too Short.
Too Short: born and rajsed
in Los Angeles, started out
playing drums in the school's
marching band. Soon he
developed his skills into a'
verbal form and built a
tremendous local following. A
following who has labeled him
a ·''hip hop gangsta'," which
means his style ofmusic comes
from every day life on the
streets .
The hardships of his life
truly come out in a remix of the
Old Donny Hathaway tun e
''The Ghetto." In "The Ghetto,"
Too Short explains tha t life in
the ghetto is everyday. People
lying, cheating, stealing and
killingjust to get a spliff ofthe
crack pipe, basehead broads,
having baseheads babies.
Even though his musi c
contains explicit lyrics, hi s
music is directed towards
everyone, and his directions
are "Say no to Dope and Yes to
Hope," but never change your
format, no matter what. That's.
what Short and Funky is all
about, rappers starting out
with four or five people on stage
then Blamm Boommmm
·Powww, seventy to eighty
people· on stage. What's the
real purpose behind all the
false .h ype?
"Punk Bitch" is about "all
the faking ass ho's out there"
that try to act like they're not
fake, but get them behind
closed
doors,
"Macaframalama."
But
beware, three days later go see
the doctor.
I really like this track,
because it expresses all the
things ·people want to say about
the sexualitv cf men · and
. women bU:t- a;e afraid t o say.
"A Bitch, is a Bitch is a Ho, is a .
Slut." But remember a "Bitch"
is not always a girl.
So, if you're looking for
Technically crafty, this.music · realistic lyrics with a har dcore
attitude, I stron gly suggest
that you pick up the tape or
disk at your next convenien ce.
And in the words of Too Short,
stay "Short But Funky."

;?f~~;~;~;;r:~~

·-Abdul Rahm.on
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But best of all, if you like
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. see ALBUMS page 9
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Biographical film 'Superstar' examines life of conteversial 1960s artist
by B. A. O'Rourke
CEN. FLORIDA FUTURE

"Oh it's so horrible
- I love it!" Tom
Wolfe's impersonation
of Andy Warhol's
reaction to the crass
commercialization
that raged through
1960s America is one
of the many acc:urate
and
right-on
interpretations of
Warhol's art in
"Superstar,"
a
biographical film now
showing at the Enzian.
The film is a series
of interviews with
celebrities - both the
superstar variety and
otherwise. Art critics
and museum curators,
Warhol's family, his
friends and his
employees are collaged
together with his art "Superstar " brings the life and impressions of artist Andy Warhol to the silver screen.
to create and engaging This critically acclaimed film is showing at the Enzian Theater.
and thoughtful film.
The
almost
universal appeal of this movie, though, is that it for fame are interviewed as well: Dennis Hopper,
documents the birth of the ever-present phenomena of Bobby Shore, Grace Jones.
superstardom, something, whether you love it or hate
If "Superstar" app~ars to become a lengthy
it, that is undeniably American and was arguably commercial, so what?
created by Warhol himself.
For an era that prided itself
The film itself is also a bit like a
on its anti-commercial pose,
collage, covering topics as diverse as
Superstar
Warhol proclaims the exact
social documentary (stories of the
opposite as his personal
victims of drug overdoses and AIDS
philosophy: "Art is business,
Rated: NR
are reported as flatly as Warhol's
business is art- Business art."
Starring: Andy Warhol,
explanations of his own work), the
This film speaks directly to
Grace Jones
artistic history of film (Henry
American culture today as it
Director.: Chuck Workman
Geldzahler, Leo Castelli, Ivan Kemp,
chronicles the life ofan important
Philip Pearlstein, Roy Lichtenstein,
Producer: Chuck Workman
artist who helped shape it into
Chris Makos all offer informed
what it has become.
viewpoints), Kinetic Interview
The
is showing at the
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
magazine and the products of and
Enzian in Maitland through
****Good *****Excellent
sources for Warhol's ubiquitous passion
Tuesday, July 2.
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Blues find ·home in The·Junkyard
,1

i~ .

by Bill Cushing ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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A neon sign on the· back wall
separatingthe bar from the kitchen
of the five-month-old Casselberry
club The Junkyard pro,claims it as
a "Rock 'n' Roll Cafe."
It's far beyond that, and attracts
a crowd as diverse and eclectic as
its name implies. The place is a
blend of college students, bikers,
Euro-punks and sailors.
And that crowd reflects the
atmosphere. On entering, a ship's
.Peckerhead extends horizontally
from the wall over the cigarette
machine. Ersatz frames on the wall
highlight items such as car
radiators and air filters. A chainlinkfence acts as a divider between
the bar and the tables; imbedded
in the fence are items such as an
old Chevy hubcab crowned with a
pair of Tama drumsticks. At one
end of the bar hangs a welding
visor, at ·the other end are what
appear~ t-Ohe a pair of swords but
turns out to be cr-ossed fishmgrod~.
Between these icons hangs a photo
of the Three Stooges.
At the end of May, bluesman
Kenny Neal entertained a crowd
tettering close to fire department
limits. He was there to promote his
newest release,·"Walking on Fire,"
preparing for an ensuing crosscountry road trip, and fine-tuning ·
his act for a return to the studio.
Kenny Neal's entire act was
summed up nicely by one of the

most attractive women
in the place: "a·good
scotch voice."
This was one of
Neal's few appearances in the ar·e a,
although he is a
popular f avori'te in
other Florida cities,
such as Jacksonville,
Gainesville, Miami,
and he appears
regularly at the Key
West club, Sloppy Joes.
But as Neal himself
asserted~ "Any-time a
new bar comes up, we'll
find it."
For two one-hour
·-sets, N ealjoined forces
with local musiciansincluding area saxplayer Noble Thin Man
Watts - and wailed
on the Junkyard stage.
While ripping through
a 1950s number,
"Guitar Smith," Neal
g~ve_a gt,tjtar solo that .
most rockersWisirtheycould achieve, eliciting ·
screams of "Yeahhh,
Kenny!" while he
walked
between
tables. Back on stage Kenny Neal is joined onstage by Noble "Thin Man"
he used his mic stand Watts on sax. Watts will be featured July 6-8.
as a slide for some
roughedged bottleneck stuff on his the crowd favorites was an extended
1963 Telecaster.
medley of two traditional blues
In "Tell Your Mama," Neal used
the crowd as a chorus while, ope of
see JUNKYARD page 9
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